Harvey Bernstein's gold mine!
Since 1992, Harvey wrote regular columns about bridge, which were once published
in the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and after 2007 on his own bridge club website, with no
other advertising.
When I discovered Harvey's columns, I felt like a prospector having found his first
gold placer!
I'm sure you'll be amazed at the top quality of these boards, as well as the humorous
accompanying comments. This is just stunning!
A word from Harvey:
Everyone who finds Vu-Bridge on the Internet is thrilled to be able to actually play a
hand that was once an interesting bridge column or recently played at a high level
championship event.
I am personally very happy to see that there is a place where I can submit columns
that I have written and have them exposed to thousands of players all across the
world.
And the very best part of all of this is the fact that it is a free resource. Players at all
levels can work on hands that will show them the proper approach to achieve results
that they may never have experienced before.
Harvey Bernstein
Harvey's bio
Harvey Bernstein learned to play bridge in the late 50's and started playing duplicate
bridge in the early 60's at the local games in Toledo, Ohio.
After six years in the Navy, he relocated to Cleveland, Ohio and kept up with the
game but was not able to play much.
He was able to become much more active in the game in the 80's and became a life
master in 1987. In 1992 he was selected to write the local weekly bridge column in
The Plain Dealer.
He is a Certified Director and Silver Life Master with many Sectional and Regional
Championships.
Bernstein retired from the Defense Finance and Accounting Service in 1997. He took
a position as a Systems Analyst with Alltel Corporation and retired again in 2004.
He earned an MBA from Case Western Reserve University (1984) and is a member
of the International Bridge Press Association and MENSA.

